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Note from
the editor

Welcome to issue one of The Type! 

I have to admit that when I first decided to 
work on a poetry magazine, somewhere 
in the middle of my second lockdown 
and 318th emotional breakdown, I never 
thought we’d actually make it here. I also 
didn’t expect the response to be so positive 
that we’d have to split hairs to decide on 
which poems we would be able to fit into 
one hopeful issue.

So let me start by saying thank you to 
a few people. To my co-editor Christa, 
who has been a true friend and source of 
inspiration for about a decade now. To 
everyone who sent in their work and put 
themselves out there—I know only too well 
what it’s like, and we appreciate you for it 
whether your words are in this issue or the 
next. And to you, reader, for taking some 
time out of your day to read this collection. Founding Editor at The Type

As creatives there has been this panic-
inducing pressure to be productive this 
past year. The notion that we can finally 
use all this free time working from home 
with nowhere to go to write that novel, 
complete a poetry collection, or revive a 
beloved blog. This, however, was just the 
illusion of free time; if we’re being honest, 
the word free isn’t one we’d associate with 
the year 2020. We’ve been plagued by 
the misconception that being at home, or 
not-working, or not going out-out means 
you’ll be able to create, and with that 
expectation comes guilt, a topic expertly 
explored by our co-editor on page 19.

When you’re carrying the weight of a 
pandemic on your shoulders, scared for 
yourself, your job, your family, all that 
supposedly free time becomes nothing 
short of oppressive. Breaking through that 
to be productive in any capacity is a great 

triumph, but it’s also okay if you don’t. 
We’ve been busy. Busy missing the 
people and places we love, and missing 
things we never thought we’d need to. 
We’ve been busy getting through it all. 

We’ve cried alone and on video calls, 
sent gifts and flowers and chocolate to 
let people know we’re still there. We’ve 
exercised, worked, shopped, dated, 
argued, laughed, lived, and loved—
remotely. And while it hasn’t been 
perfect by any means, it hasn’t made 
any of it any less real, or any less true.

Keep taking care of yourselves and  
each other.

@thekellydent 

@kellydoesbooks

/kellydentcontentwriter
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The chink in the gate is broad as a fist
bound with a thick chain, its links filled
with spider webs      I lean against it 
my breath is           heavy in the wet air  
everything is           heavy with rain.
I 
  stretch 
  to 
                  see 
the 
elephants on parade.
Each morning they roam the paddock,
have no means of subsistence,
flex their limbs in the cold
and practice small freedoms
they’ve never known.
The elephants, like me, 
are out of work,
the gates are shut
their stage is closed 
and we are all
waiting.

Phoenix Park, November 2020

Elephants on
Parade

Ben Simmons
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Consume
The thumb flicks upward,
the screen scrolls ever downward,
flowers glow outside

Obey the Law
The street is painted,
with the lines of distancing,
we call this living

Chase the Dragon
Having failed you first,
with every dissipation,
I let myself down

Procrastinate 
Sitting still I move,
beyond the final moment,
nothing will grow now

Break the Internet
Whisper Dies irae,
to the strands of gossamer,
and they will tremble

Five haiku for 
the moment

Ben Simmons
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the minutes
the sighs
the cracking bones
I count.
The bottles of oil
the packages of rice
the fruits in the basket
the weight of the milk bottle
I count.
The messages
the comments
the likes
Refresh
Refresh
Refresh
I count.
The days I haven’t replied to you
the missed calls
the spiraling feeling
the same song on repeat
I count.
The bad days
the restless moments
the years without you
I count.

Louise Dejour-Chobodická



Aching in bed
I think about my grandmother's womb
The one that already contained the possibility of me
Of my sisters
Of my brother
Of the ones that came and will come after them.
Rolled in my duvet I punch the mattress
I think
this
is part of giving life
My swollen ovaries swallowing me whole
I thank life for my lover
holding me tight as I moan in pain
Crying silently for the privilege
Of inherently bearing fruit.

Louise Dejour-Chobodická

Bearing 
fruit 
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The sun is not always rising,
but each morning it will rise.
Until then,
soak up the rays.
One day,
this season of life will be a memory,
and we’ll miss it.
We’ll miss it despite the things
we wish we could’ve changed

Melis Anik

The Sun
will Rise
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quayside crowds counting down
heads lifting at midnight a chorus
of oohs, breath in clouds
dissolving in the night air
squashed into a friday night taxi
perfume mixed with air freshener
a spray of laughter drowns
the driver’s curses at another car
a forest of floating arms
feet set sail on a vibrating sea
of rolling, cresting bassline
seafoam tinted vodka cranberry red
coatless in the north east cold
wobble to the taxi queue, feet rubbing
in heels, the wind smelling deep-fried
the first drunk bite of chips
morning dive far beneath the ground
stand on the right or run
down the left side if you’re late
hot wind blasts down the tunnels
train doors sighing open
to expel a gust of commuters
then inhale a fresh one

Memories of
the 2010s

bodies packed nose to shoulder
chipped mugs in the office kitchen
lunchboxes mingling in the fridge
coffee rings linked on the table
plastic seats tucked underneath
whisper sorry shuffle slow along
the row, coats rustle in reply
as people stand spilling popcorn
settling beside a stranger
a reservation for two please
meet at seven, a checked tablecloth
spaghetti calzone garlic bread
a slow kiss under a striped awning
coats belts bags off, come on hurry
hope for no delays on the other side
wind whisking up the tarmac

a red-lipsticked smile
unwrap a fruit polo stop the rush
of pressure as the plane rises up
to meet the layers of the sky, see
through the window the world stretched wide.

Rebecca Goodwin
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In this piece, our co-editor Christa Boffa explores the sense of guilt 
that so many creatives have experienced during the pandemic. As 
restrictions lift and life returns to something like normality, will we 
continue to be plagued by the pressure to be productive?

A concoction of two of Ross 
Geller’s most iconic quotes was 
my most-common response 
to those who checked in on 
me in March 2020, as Italy 
was one of the first countries 
worldwide to enter “The First 
Lockdown”/“Lockdown 
1.0”/“The one in which we 
were hopeful”. The novelty of 
the situation, paired with strong 
feelings of denial, perhaps 
fooled me into thinking that being 
given the most precious of gifts 
meant that I’d finally get down 
to go through my entire reading 
bucket list—and obviously, finally 
write that best-seller. 

As it turns out, the gift I had 
been given was more like one of 
those gifts you’d be more than 
willing to return. As it turns out, 
the time and idleness we had 
been given was served with a 
side of pressure to be productive 
creatively. I had been given the 
gift of guilt. How are you going 
to spend your time? What will 
you achieve by the end of this? 
Shakespeare wrote King Lear 
and Macbeth while the plague 
ravaged London more than 400 
years ago. Taylor Swift wrote 
Folklore and Evermore while I 
could barely string two words 
together in an email excusing 
myself from yet another Zoom 
happy hour. 

“I’m fine. Totally fine…I’ve been given the gift of time…” 

The Gift
of Guilt
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Set small(er) goals

Let go, be kind
The first step is to let go of the guilt, and to be kinder to yourself. 
I know. It’s cliche, but in reality, any form of guilt is heavy 
enough to carry around in normal times, let alone in days 
when everything feels burdensome. Our schedules might be 
emptier, but our minds have never been busier with worries, 
fears, feelings of loss and of longing. Some days you will work 
through these feelings through writing, and other days it’ll feel 
better to binge-watch Friends all weekend. Your ability to 
write will not vanish overnight just because you haven’t written 
anything for some time. Cut yourself some slack and give 
yourself a pat on the back—you’re making it through what is 
arguably set to be the future generation’s history nightmare. 

I, like many others, have learnt that having the time to do 
something does not necessarily mean having all it takes to write, 
paint, or any other creative project you previously complained 
you never had the time to do. Our lives have changed immensely 
over the past year, and are set to change again as lockdown 
restrictions are lifted and we start to ease into things post-
pandemic. After all, this pressure for creative productivity feels 
pretty familiar—we all felt guilty for not reading enough books 
by the beach, not finishing all the writing you planned on doing 
sitting in a cafe pre-pandemic. It’s nothing new—it’s still part of the 
toxic productivity culture that is plaguing our era. Let’s say it’s toxic 
productivity, with bangs. 

So what can we as writers do to get rid of this block, without 
succumbing to this pressure? 

Not-so-free time

The returns policy

One way I’ve found to be 
particularly effective is to set myself 
smaller goals. Sure, I like to think 
I am a dreamer. I have even used 
the word ‘ambitious’ in some of 
my cover letters, and I meant it. 
However, I have made peace 
with my humanity. I still haven’t 
unlocked the secret to adding more 
hours to my days—so writing my to-
do lists on an A4 paper has turned 
out to be all kinds of unrealistic. 

During quarantine, I switched to 
writing my daily goals on a post-

it. The kind that I’d usually write 
my reminders on. Doing so has 
helped me set a more reasonable 
to-do list: if it doesn’t fit the post-it, 
it doesn’t fit in my day. This, paired 
with breaking down tasks into 
smaller and more doable tasks 
have given a more realistic tone to 
my days. The added bonus is that 
there are also more achievements 
to celebrate,  because gone are the 
days when one look at my to-do 
list would just overwhelm me into 
not doing any of it. 

Nipping feelings of guilt in the bud will not only help us as writers or 
creatives get through these moments of well, doom. Finding our own 
personal “new normal” will help us get comfortable with what is waiting 
for us at the other side of the pandemic. Right now we might feel guilty that 
we’re not writing when we still have the time—but what will happen when 
we get our lives back? 

Left untreated, this writer’s guilt will still make us feel bad that we’re 
choosing to stay in and write or think instead of meeting up with our friends 
in the park, or catching up with them over a glass of wine. This guilt might 
feel like a gift we never asked for—but the good news is that it comes with 
a receipt. It might be a difficult choice, but you actually get to decide what 
you exchange it for. And that freedom to choose is a powerful thing.

Christa is a poet and professional writer 
based in Florence, Italy.

@christaboffa
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break in case of emergency
we used to lie palm to palm
now its palm to window
window to palm
hot breath on glass
break me.
we used to sleep face to face
now its face to screen
screen to face
cold feet in bed
hold me.

Sophie Raoufi

Break in case
of emergency
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Try mine; it’s delicious.
- Mmm, it is. Wanna try mine?
Yes, please.
And let’s get fries, to share.
To talk, loudly, over.
While planning our next holiday.
Italy, was it?
A road trip across the south.
Food, churches, beaches.
We never did it.
No leave left in 2018,
Even less in 2019.
Yeah, 2020 will be the year.
Let’s plan it, later.

Claire Bonello

Distant memories from
the Before-Times



“It’s not going to come to Europe from China
They’re dirty there
They don’t live like us”
He told me, in February 2019, in a small office
Door and windows closed
So close I could feel his elbow touching me
As he squeezed past me to get to the other half
Of a chocolate biscuit
Lying against a colleague’s phone.
I’m not sure what’s happened to him now.
He took some time off in the summer.
I heard something bad happened.
Their son got Covid and
and
and
and.
Anyhow.
But that’s not going to happen to me
I’m safe.

Claire Bonello

February
2019



Bigger
Problems My heart wants so much more

Than I am able to do
My heart wants to give life and love
To all people suffering in faraway places
Or forgotten in the sea
My heart wants to hold
All the lonely children close
And promise they are safe
I long to look in to the eyes of livestock
And tell them their suffering is over
But I exist in a world
That says their suffering doesn’t matter
That there are other problems
Bigger problems
Look in the eyes of a sheep
Who’s about to be slaughtered
And tell it there are bigger problems
Tell that to the lifeless body in the sea
Found floating facedown
Tell that to the mother
Whose only trace of her child
Is a lifejacket

Shalise Toboli
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Monotonija,
l-unika sensazzjoni li nħoss.
Qtugħ ta’ nifs,
meta naħseb fuq it-telfien ta’ żgħożiti.

Tnemnim,

dwar il-fatt li m’għandix rutina.
Inkun student filgħaxija,
iżda x’jiena binhar?

Ħabsi?
Forsi esaġerazzjoni,
iżda hekk inħossni.
Dik hi s-sensazzjoni.

U nara ċ-ċifri jikbru,
inħossni msammar,
u s-sentiment jitkabbar.

Fe
el

in
g

Monotony,
Is the only feeling.
Shortness of breath,
thinking about the loss of my youth.

Numbness.

I do not have a routine.
I am a student in the evening,
but what am I during the day?

Prisoner?
Perhaps an exaggeration,
but so, I feel.
That’s the feeling.

And when I see the numbers grow,
I feel nailed.
The feeling is magnified.

Jenson ElsworthJenson Elsworth
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Astro

Christa Boffa

qalb il-kwiekeb.

jekk

qed inħoss

il-piż tad-dinja 

fuq spallejja

sinjal 

li ninstab

If

I can feel

The weight of the world

On my shoulders

I must be 

Among the stars.
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Kelly Dent

So we’re living off scraps of the life we knew,
Had always known, like a childhood friend.
A video call here, some virtual dates there, 
A revival of letters and parcels wrapped with care, 
Sent to fill the gap where hugs, kisses, 
A kind hand on your shoulder should be. 
Surviving on these crumbs but feasting, 
Full-bellied on the love we give and receive.



Melis Anik is a recent MSc Publishing grad, aspiring author, and 
blogger. When she’s not dealing with her quarter life crisis, or stress 
baking, she enjoys creating content for her Wordpress site, Writing 
Her Way. She hopes to one day empower fellow women through 
her online initiative, Project WHW.

Louise Dejour-Chobodická is a writer, photographer, theatre 
director and performer from Nantes, France. Her work focuses 
mainly on mental health, representation of queerness and feminism. 
Her first play, “Shakesqueer : la querelle” (Gorge Bleue Editions) 
co-written with Sarah Gourreau, came out in November 2020.

About the poets

loudejour.wixsite.com/portfolio @louotra

@melis_anik @writingherwaywww.writingherway.com

Shalise Toboli is an artist, writer, and interior designer. She takes 
inspiration from fleeting moments in life and loves to bring beauty 
into the world.

Claire Bonello is Maltese and lives and works in Luxembourg as 
a lawyer linguist with the European Union. She’s loved languages 
and literature since she was a little girl and you will often find her 
buried in a book. She also likes to fly single-engine planes in her 
free time. 

Sophie Raoufi is a writer, who works in publishing by day and is a 
poet by night. She lives in London.

Rebecca J. Goodwin is a writer from Gateshead. She graduated 
from Northumbria University with an MA in Creative Writing in 
September 2020 and her work has been published in the recent 
Oneworld Publications anthology, ‘Places of Poetry’.

The Type Review

www.thetypereview.com

@sophie.florence

@clairebonello

@shalisecatherine

@TheTypeReview

@rjg_writes

@type.review

/the-type

Ben Simmons is a writer and musician currently living in Dublin. 
He has published and performed in Ireland and in the United 
Kingdom. In 2016 he was selected for Poetry Ireland's Introductions 
and 2019 was a visitor to Can Serrat Artist Residency.

Jenson Elsworth is a poet, content creator, and professional writer 
based in Malta. He writes poetry primarily in Maltese, exploring 
themes like love, loss, and isolation in his most poignant work. 

@elsworth_18

@james_benjamin_simmons
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